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ABSTRACT
This paper joins a growing body of work within ICTD and related
fields studying the privacy challenges in the Global South. While
most of the existing work in this area has focused on uses of technology in personal and home settings, a large part of computing
in the Global South centers around public places, such as commercial Digital Service Centers (DSCs). In this paper, we present the
findings from a six-month-long ethnography studying 19 Digital
Service Centers in Dhaka, Bangladesh. We find that infrastructural
limitations, local power politics, lack of knowledge, and insufficient protection mechanisms lead to privacy vulnerabilities for the
customers of these centers. We apply the lens of informal markets to analyze these vulnerabilities and connect our findings to
the broader concerns of ICTD around development, ethics, and
postcolonial computing and discuss potential design and policy
implications around these issues.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Ethnographic studies; • Security and privacy →
Human and societal aspects of security and privacy.
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INTRODUCTION

Like many other countries in the Global South, in recent years,
Bangladesh has become a rapidly growing technological nation
where almost 100 million people (55% of the total population [15])
now have Internet access [27]. The present government has formulated policies and action plans for transforming the country into
“Digital Bangladesh” by improving the nation’s digital infrastructure, migrating paper-based activities to online portals, and making
Internet accessible to a larger population [46, 72]. However, a recent
body of work in ICTD and related fields has demonstrated that despite all these efforts, the majority of the population in Bangladesh
still have inadequate knowledge about digital technologies, and depend on others for basic tasks with computing devices [4, 5, 19, 34].
This asymmetry, coupled with a favorable small and medium enterprise (SME) environment in Bangladesh [9], have opened up
a business opportunity for Digital Service Centers (DSCs), small
commercial shops where a shopkeeper helps customers with various tasks on mobile phones and computers, including facilitating
mobile transactions, printing and photocopying, filling up online
application forms, and photo editing. Thousands of people, including those with low literacy levels, visit these places everyday to get
their intended digital service [73].
Due to the nature of those digital services, these DSCs deal with
a large amount of personal information and sensitive documents of
the customers. However, there are no adequate policies and laws in
Bangladesh to protect the privacy of the customers in these DSCs
[44]. Furthermore, due to the lack of resources and training, law
enforcement agencies are not well equipped to address the digital
threats emerging in these places. As a result, DSCs in Bangladesh
are vulnerable to various privacy breaches and potential risks that
lead to harassment, blackmailing, and identity theft, some of which
have been extensively reported by the local media [45, 54]. These
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issues are not limited to Bangladesh because DSC customers in
India and Pakistan also encounter similar privacy threats as the
governments of these neighboring countries have been establishing
numerous one-stop centers for providing digital services to their
citizens [42, 51, 74]. Prior work on privacy in the Global South
has mainly examined issues related to individual use or shared use
among friends or family members [4, 6, 7, 53, 60, 68]. As a result,
this important issue of privacy vulnerabilities in public shops has
remained understudied in the literature.
Our work intends to fill this gap in the literature with a sixmonth long ethnographic study in 19 Digital Service Centers (DSCs)
in Dhaka, Bangladesh that (a) provides an overview of privacy
vulnerabilities in public DSCs in Bangladesh, and (b) analyzes the
vulnerabilities through the lens of informal markets or bazaars in
developing countries. Through data obtained from our observations,
contextual inquiries, and interviews with 44 shopkeepers and 64
customers, we describe how infrastructural limitations, local power
politics, lack of privacy knowledge, and insufficient protection
mechanisms impact customer privacy in these centers. We borrow
the concepts of clientelization, reputation, and situated morality
from the literature on informal markets to demonstrate that privacy
vulnerabilities in DSCs are associated with broader contexts of
development, culture, informality, and postcolonial computing.
Our work contributes to ICTD scholarship on security and privacy by offering a new lens to analyze privacy vulnerabilities in
public shops that offer digital services in the Global South. We
highlight that in addition to cultural insights, informal market insights are equally important to understand these vulnerabilities
as customers and employers develop a personalized relationship
over time that is shaped by social regulations, impression management, and an alternative version of morality. These insights are
particularly useful for ICTD to formulate better design and policy
recommendations in the Global South.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Privacy and the Global South
Studies around privacy have predominantly been influenced by
Western liberal values, such as the early work of Warren and Brandeis [81] that advocated for the ‘right to be alone’, or Westin’s call
for freedom from surveillance [82]. These values were later incorporated into many disciplines including sociology, law, political
science, and recently computing technologies [50, 59]. However,
such liberal values may not be compatible in many Global South
contexts where social structures are community-based, traditional,
and hierarchical [36]. Many researchers have suggested that privacy is contextual [58], and a situated understanding of privacy is
required to unpack design and policy practices [28, 62]. However,
privacy research beyond Western contexts and a liberal framing is
still at its inception stage [5].
A few HCI studies that have started looking at privacy outside
Western contexts report that local values often contrast with the
liberal notions of privacy embedded in current computing systems [3]. For example, Abokhodair et al. discuss how political tensions and conservative cultural norms shape security and privacy
concerns [1, 2]. Kumaraguru et al. show how the perception of
privacy among Indian users are different from Western users [53].
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In a more recent study, Srinivasan et al. highlight the privacy tradeoffs that low-income people face when encountering the state’s
identity system [75]. Sambasivan et al. describe how women in
India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh use shared phones and manage
and control their personal privacy on those devices [68]. Along
these lines, Ahmed et al. explore the privacy issues that arise when
people share devices [4, 6], women use platforms such as social
media or mobile phone applications [7, 60]. Haque et al. investigate
the social ciphering techniques that are used by different social
classes in Bangladesh to exchange confidential and sensitive information [40]. All these works inform us about privacy outside the
Western world in the context of individual use or shared use among
friends or family members. Privacy concerns in public places has
mostly remained understudied.
One of the notable exceptions to this is Ahmed et al’s work
in the informal repair market in Dhaka, Bangladesh [3]. In that
work, the authors have documented how the digital data stored
in broken mobile phones are often accessed by repairers, and how
their conception of privacy is influenced by ignorance and religious
beliefs. For example, some repairers think that looking at the media
content stored on customers’ phones is fine as long as they do not
publish somebody’s secret photos, while others believe that fear of
God prevents them from accessing customers’ contents. Although
these issues are common among the businessmen in most informal
markets in Bangladesh, their findings do not capture the broader
social, political, and economic factors that contribute to the practices in those places. In another paper, Ahmed et al. documented
the biometric SIM registration process that took place in DSCs in
Bangladesh [5], and connected the privacy vulnerabilities there to
government-imposed public surveillance. While that paper shows
how privacy practices in DSCs can be influenced by national politics, it still misses the social dynamics within the DSCs and between
the businessmen and the clients that heavily influence the privacy
practices there. Thus, there still remains a gap in conceptualizing
the privacy vulnerabilities in DSCs in Bangladesh from their cultural context. Another study around the idea of “privacy in public”
was conducted by Best and his colleagues where they interviewed
cybercafe users in Ghana and reported the privacy concerns that
are associated with voyeuristic learning [16].

2.2

Hybridity and Decolonization of Privacy

In a more recent work, Ahmed et al. demonstrated how both Western and local values of privacy co-exist in urban Bangladesh [6].
The findings of the study resonate with the concept of “hybridity” by Homi Bhabha [18], which refers to the mixing of Western
and local cultural values. In a recent qualitative study on the appropriation of social media by urban Indian women, Karusala and
her colleagues unpack the relationship between the individual and
the collective by showing how being on social media becomes a
balancing act between personal and collective values [48]. In her
recent work, Arora takes a radical approach and calls for decolonizing privacy studies in the Global South by focusing on traditional
periphery of local techno-oligarchs [11]. In Bangladesh, there has
been a growing concern of privacy violations from start-up giants
such as Pathao and Shohoz that resulted in public backlash [49, 71].
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Against these backdrops, individual privacy violations in public
places seem to be an important issue even in the Global South.

which argues that the practices of everyday life are the source of
ethics, rather than any universalist legal frameworks.

2.3

We conducted a six-month long ethnography in Dhaka, Bangladesh,
from October, 2018 to March, 2019. During this period of time, our
ethnographer, who is born and raised in Dhaka, and a native speaker
of the Bengali language, visited two types of Digital Service Centers
(DSCs) that are prevalent in Bangladesh: Computer Service Shop
(CSS) and FlexiLoad Shop (FLS). We briefly describe them below:

3
Informal Markets, Reputation, and Situated
Morality

For developing a deeper understanding of the privacy and security
concerns in DSCs, it is important to understand the functioning of
such informal markets. A key characteristic of informal markets
is how local social relationships play an important role in enforcing rules and contracts [23, 31]. Previous research has captured
how informal communities around the world coordinate in the absence of external laws or formal regulations [33, 38]. These studies
show how actors resolve disputes through informal rules and social
norms that are a consequence of historical social ties and personalized exchanges [61]. These informal institutions, often unwritten,
encode rich local knowledge and play a crucial role in reducing
information uncertainty and noise in markets [25, 26].
Geertz captures this in his analysis of the “bazaar economy” [37].
He identifies information scarcity as the key identifying feature of
informal markets and highlights two intersecting practices of information search: clientelization and bargaining. In clientelization,
buyers and sellers cultivate long-lasting relationships and trust
through repeated interactions. This practice minimizes search costs
for market actors: rather than searching for better deals, buyers
negotiate the price with trusted sellers [25]. Similarly, bargaining
allows market actors to determine the reservation prices of other
actors, a process that is both influenced by social relationships and
builds them. We observed similar practices in the DSCs we studied.
The importance of such personalized relations along with ethnic
ties have been documented in business communities around the
world, especially in South Asia [47]. These relationships play an
important role in structuring market ecosystems and are deeply
intertwined with the local reputation of market actors. Reputation,
here is a function of not just economic activity, but also cultural
and social activities. Reputation of merchants is a consequence of
how they manage their impressions through mechanisms of selfpresentation – for example, a carefully cultivated public persona
that is religiously devout [77] is deemed more trustworthy. Subsequently, the trust relations found at these informal markets are
a direct consequence of informal reputation mechanisms [39]. In
this paper, we analyze the relationships between DSC owners in
Dhaka and their clients with this lens – privacy (or its breach) is
thus situated within how relationships at the market are not just
limited to commercial dealings.
With the informal thriving in the interstices of the formal economy [24], social and economic life here is disconnected from existing legal mechanisms or formal regulation [12]. Galemba [35]
argues that Western perspectives have linked “legality” and “the
economy” by criminalizing economic practices that do not fit into
static “legal” categories. However, in reality, these concepts are
fluid and continuously challenged in everyday life. Informal market
communities are subsequently able to create alternative visions of
legitimacy and morality. In this paper, we use the term “situated
morality” – morality embedded in local social contexts – to drive
our analysis. We relate it to the notion of “ordinary ethics” [29],

METHODS

3.0.1 Computer Service Shop (CSS). Computer Service Shops (CSSs)
are larger shops that offer a comprehensive range of digital services
including photocopying, printing and scanning, filling out forms,
document editing, and graphic designing. Most of the owners of
these shops started with a single photocopy machine or two and
gradually expanded their business to meet the digital need of their
customers. We collectively refer to the owners and employees of
these shops as “shopkeepers”.
3.0.2 FlexiLoad Shop (FLS). FlexiLoad Shops (FLSs) are typically
small-scale shops that offer digital services to customers in addition
to their primary business of selling household goods and grocery
shops. Due to the proliferation of mobile phones in Bangladesh, the
owners of these shops decided to act as middlemen to offer mobilebased digital services such as FlexiLoad (balance recharge service)
and bKash/Rocket (financial transaction service) [13, 14]. Some
FLSs are simply road-side tiny booths where an agent sits with a
chair and a table to offer mobile-based digital services only. We
collectively refer to the owners and employees of FLSs as “agents”.
Figure 1 shows different types of Digital Service Centers we
observed.

3.1

Data Collection

The sample population for our ethnography was generated through
convenience and snowball sampling. Our ethnographer (also a coauthor of this paper) is familiar with the CSSs in Nilkhet area, a
university hub in Dhaka, where he frequently visited shops when
he was an undergraduate student. He reached out to those shops
and began his observation sessions there. Next he started running a snowball sampling and expanded his field site by visiting
CSSs and FLSs in other localities after being recommended by the
Nilkhet shopkeepers and agents. This allowed him to gain access
to four different diverse neighborhoods (DSCs around universities,
commercial places, foreign embassies, and government offices) in
Dhaka. He continued visiting new DSCs in these neighborhoods
until theoretical saturation was achieved [69].
In total, our ethnographer visited twelve CSSs and seven FLSs.
The frequency of visits to each shop in six months ranged between
one to six, with two being the average. The owners of these shops
were aged between 23 and 60 and their academic background ranged
from high-school dropout to bachelor’s degree. The average number of daily customers is around 40, with roughly a quarter of them
being a returning customer. Table 1 provides an overview of the
specific types of services offered by these shops. Our ethnographer arranged prolonged observation sessions (roughly two to four
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Figure 1: From left, the first picture is of a Computer Service Shop in Nilkhet area, one of the largest Digital Service Center
hubs in Bangladesh. The second picture is of a small road-side FlexiLoad Shop. The third one is an example of a spacious
Computer Service Shop with multiple computers.
Types of Services

Digital Service Center (DSC)
Computer Service Shop (CSS)
Flexi Load Shop (FLS)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6
7
Photocopy
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓
Printing and Scanning
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓
FlexiLoad
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Mobile-based Financial Transaction
✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Filling out Forms & Other Internet Jobs ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓
✓
Academic Needs
✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓
Document Tampering
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓
Graphic Design & Other Services
✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Table 1: An overview of the specific types of services offered in the Digital Service Centers we observed (n=19)

hours at each DSC) at these places where he took notes and photographs. He conducted semi-structured interviews and contextual
inquiries [17]. In total, he interviewed 44 shopkeepers and agents
and 64 customers.
Our ethnographer asked shopkeepers and agents questions about
their demographic information, educational backgrounds, challenges in their profession, and perceptions and practices around
privacy. Interviews with them stretched out throughout the whole
duration of his stay at the DSCs. He conducted contextual inquiries
as they were doing various tasks related to digital services [17].
The customers were recruited and interviewed at the DSCs. Usually
they were in a hurry, so he interviewed those who agreed to give
him a few minutes after they had received their services. The interview with each customer usually lasted between 10 to 15 minutes
on average. He asked them about their privacy concerns and their
prior experiences of privacy breach in these digital service centers.
All the interviews were voluntary and the participants were not
paid any compensation (according to the prevalent social norms
of Bangladesh, they were offered tea instead of monetary compensation). The responses were written down by the ethnographer
in most of the cases, while in a couple of cases, those were audio
recorded with the permission of the participants. All the interviews

were conducted in Bengali, the observational field notes were written down in Bengali as well.
The protocol of this study was examined and approved by the
ethics review boards of the author’s institution.

3.2

Data Analysis

All the recorded interviews were directly translated into English
by our ethnographer and then analyzed by three members of our
research team. It should be noted here that all the members of
the analysis team are male, born and raised in Bangladesh, and
they are well-familiar with the DSC culture. They are all professional researchers below the age of 35. The data was anonymized
before the analysis. Then we used thematic analysis to analyze
our data [57]. We followed an inductive approach and did not try
to fit the data into an existing framework or any general area of
interest in advance of conducting the coding. Three members of the
group individually coded each piece of data and labeled them with
different themes. Next the labels added by different members were
compared. If they matched, they were accepted. When the labels
did not match or a fragment of data was associated with multiple
labels, the three team members discussed on that piece of data and
a consensus was achieved through the discussion to best fit the
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data into a single label. In this way, the whole data was grouped
in different themes. The team then worked together to group the
related themes and find the final set of broader themes that can
best illustrate our findings.
Our analysis showed that both infrastructural limitations and
lack of knowledge lead to privacy vulnerabilities in public DSCs.
There was limited evidence of shopkeepers adopting protection
mechanisms to mitigate vulnerabilities. More importantly, the broader
themes that emerged from our findings were clientelization, reputation, and situated morality – concepts that are associated with the
organization of informal markets or bazaars in developing countries.
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4.2

“The local political leader makes me disclose the phone
numbers of all the residents in this locality. He wants
to use that list to call/text people as a part of his
election campaign. At times, local goons forcefully
take the mobile phone numbers of local girls and harass them over phone. Recently, some of the “Chatro
League” (local student union supported by the current government in power) leaders are maintaining
a list of people whom they want to leave the society.
They gave me a list (he showed the list). These leaders
harass me to give them information about the people
on this list. These leaders also take information about
other customers illegally to use for other purposes”.

4

AN OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC DIGITAL
SERVICE CENTERS
4.1 Infrastructural Limitations
Like many other places in a developing country, the DSCs of Dhaka
have a lot of infrastructural limitations. These include absence of
a privacy policy, lack of robust technologies, and adherence to
paper-based bookkeeping.
4.1.1 Absence of a privacy policy. Our ethnographer categorically
asked the owners of each DSC if they had any formal or legal privacy
policy for their customers. None of them could answer anything
about it and the concept of privacy policy was quite foreign to them.
None of the shopkeepers or the FLS agents was formally trained
about customer privacy either.
4.1.2 Lack of robust technologies. Most of the CSSs that our ethnographer visited had old 32-bit desktop computers, running pirated
old versions of Windows operating system, without software updates being installed regularly. The processors and the RAMs had
a much lower configuration. As a result, those computers were
operating very slowly. During his observation sessions, the ethnographer saw multiple cases when the computer got hung and the
shopkeeper had to reboot, which also took a lot of time. The shopkeepers were often “refreshing” the desktop with a hope to make
the computer run faster.
4.1.3 Adherence to paper-based bookkeeping. As mentioned before,
FlexiLoad is the primary service offered in FLSs, and this entire
process adheres to a paper-based bookkeeping method. When customers want to FlexiLoad to their number, the agent usually notes
down the number in his notebook, or at times asks the customers
to write down the number by themselves. The amount of money
is recorded beside each number and the agent uses this notebook
entry to load the required amount to the corresponding number
from his own phone.
During his observations, the ethnographer saw that these notebooks are always exposed. When one customer’s phone number is
being written down, others could easily track and see that number
if they want to. The agents do not have any concern about this
and they allowed us to take pictures of these notebooks. Figure 2
shows an exposed notebook that contains important information
like mobile banking account numbers, phone numbers etc.

Local Power Politics

During his observation sessions, our ethnographer noticed that
the FLSs were occasionally affected by local goons, politicians,
and other kinds of external powers. Some of these people take
services for free and the agents often do not resist them as they are
“powerful”. While the exercise of power itself is a big concern, at
times their power also invades other people’s privacy. One agent
said:

The agents also mentioned that they are afraid of these local
goons and prefer to avoid any chaos. They think that there is no
hope in complaining against them because they are often connected
with political leaders and the law enforcement agency wouldn’t
take any action against them.

4.3

Lack of Knowledge

The shopkeepers and agents working at the DSCs lack knowledge
regarding digital privacy and computer. In many cases, our ethnographer found that they were not careful enough to protect the
privacy of the customers. Customers, on the other hand, are in a
rush usually, and as such, neither party pays enough attention to
privacy.
In one of the Computer Service Shops, a customer came to print
the admit card for his entrance exam to Bangladesh Army. The
card was required to be downloaded from his online account where
he registered for the exam. The shopkeeper asked for the account
credentials and the customer responded by saying out loud the
username and the password of his account. This was overheard
by our ethnographer and another customer standing nearby. After
the printing was done, the customer quickly left the shop without
deleting the card from the computer.
In another Computer Service Shop, he saw a 52 years old private
company employee coming to fill up an Indian visa application
form. The shopkeeper opened a browser, downloaded the form, and
opened it with Microsoft Word. He then asked the customer to start
filling up the form. After a few minutes, when the customer needed
help for filling up a field in the form, he consulted the shopkeeper.
The shopkeeper then started searching on the same computer to
find another visa form that had previously been filled up by another
customer. After finding one such form and resolving the issue, he
didn’t close the form and asked the customer instead to check it
whenever he needed help rather than consult him every time. The
customer then started filling up his form again while the other form
was kept open the whole time.
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Figure 2: An exposed notebook inside a FLS.

When the shopkeepers were asked about the possible vulnerabilities that can arise from poor handling of private data, they did
not take that seriously. In several other cases, we found that the
computers were affected with malware. The shopkeepers acknowledged their presence but claimed the threat to be “not very serious”
and “not harmful for the customers”. They were also not aware
about specific malware such as keyloggers. While they agreed that
antivirus software would make their computers safer, they did not
want to spend money for purchasing those software.
The ethnographer also noticed huge stacks of paper scattered
around the shops, ranging from thesis papers and class notes to
applications forms and utility bills. These documents contained private information such as name, address, salary, location, and phone
numbers. These documents are kept exposed and the shopkeepers did not seem to have any concerns about this. Similarly, when
he checked the computers of these shops with the shopkeepers,
he found a huge collection of photos, certificates, visa forms, job
applications, utility bills, wedding cards, school assignments, air
tickets, and CVs, just to mention a few. Figure 3 shows a couple of
examples where documents are put in an open space.

4.4

Insufficient Protection Mechanisms

There was limited evidence of shopkeepers and agents adopting
privacy protection mechanisms for their customers.
4.4.1 Technical Means. Some DSCs claim that they adopt technical
means to protect their computers, but none of those appeared to
be sufficient in our analysis. For example, they think that using a
pirated, outdated antivirus software is enough to keep their computers secure. Only two CSSs were using original and updated antivirus
software. They also use passwords that are weak and guessable
(simple patterns such as “12345”) to lock their computers. In one
shop, the ethnographer found a CCTV camera and the shopkeeper
told him that they put the camera to watch over the customers so
that they wouldn’t do “bad stuff”. When he further asked if the
camera was good enough to capture the computer monitor and
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Figure 3: On the left, documents that are in the queue for
photocopy have been put in an open space. On the right, the
shopkeeper is doing the binding of a “private and confidential” document, which is clearly visible to other customers.

what kind of “bad stuff” they wanted to stop, it turned out that they
were more interested in ensuring that customers were not stealing
any hardware device from the shop.
4.4.2 Content Deletion. Shopkeepers extensively use older documents as templates so that new customers can view them and
customize. One shopkeeper who offers graphic designing services
in his computer shop mentioned that this is a standard practice for
designing wedding cards. The ethnographer then told him to show
some samples, which he did. When asked if any customers request
to delete the files after the job is done, the shopkeeper replied that
very few do so, that too for exclusivity of design rather than for
privacy concerns.
However, if customers explicitly ask to not store their contents,
shopkeepers delete those contents. In fact, a couple of shopkeepers
told us that their default strategy is deletion and one of them doesn’t
store customers’ contents even if he is requested to do so. “Why
would I fill my own hard drive with customers’ documents?”, he
said. He acknowledged that documents downloaded from emails
are not deleted though.
Other shopkeepers periodically delete older contents that they
consider non-reusable, usually at the end of the day or at their free
time. They understand the difference between simple delete and
Shift delete. One shopkeeper follows a particular strategy to delete
older contents:
“If customers ask me to store their documents, I follow
a pattern and save them in a folder that is named on
the current date. Once in every 7-10 days, I review
these folders and delete the relatively older ones. In
this way, I never store customers’ contents for a long
term, unless a frequent customer makes any special
request.”

Privacy Vulnerabilities in Public Digital Service Centers in Dhaka, Bangladesh
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This response indicates that frequent or regular customers are an
important consideration for many shopkeepers, which is a significant aspect of informal market. In fact, the privacy vulnerabilities
in DSCs can be better understood through the lens of informal
market because these centers share a lot of common elements with
other informal markets in developing countries. We offer a detailed
analysis of these vulnerabilities in the next section.

formal and professional Customer Service Centers for their mobile
phone related services. One such customer said:

5

Agents in FLSs eventually establish a deep friendship with these
regular customers as they grow older. In one of his visits to a FLS,
the ethnographer saw the agent receiving a call from a customer,
requesting him to FlexiLoad to that customer’s number. The agent
retrieved the number from his notebook, loaded the mentioned
amount, and called back the customer to confirm. Later the agent
described his relationship with the customer:

PRIVACY VULNERABILITIES - AN
ANALYSIS THROUGH THE LENS OF
INFORMAL MARKETS
5.1 Clientelization
As mentioned above, DSCs, especially the CSSs contain a lot of sensitive customer documents, both digitally and on paper. It turned
out that clientelization, or repeated interactions between shopkeepers and customers, is the major reason these documents are stored
and exposed in such manner. Shopkeepers tend to offer special services to their “regular customers”. If a document of such a customer
needs to be copied every now and then, the shopkeeper would
eventually scan and store it in his computer, and then print from
the scanned copy as this would make life easier for the customer.
One such customer, a 25 years old male said:
“I have been applying for jobs for some time now. It
takes me a lot of time to wait at the shop for getting
the papers photocopied. So, I have decided to leave
the scanned copy at the computer of the shop. In the
future, every time I will need a copy, I will call ahead
the shopkeeper to get that printed for me, and I will
just pick up at my convenient time. It is also better
than carrying the papers every time, because I may
lose them during commuting”.
The shopkeepers mentioned that this is indeed a common practice. Some regular customers even do not have a computer so they
ask the shopkeepers to store these documents for them. There
was a vast amount of private information in some computers that
are stored in different folders without any password protection.
The shopkeepers said that they keep storing the documents until
the hard drive is full, and then they delete the older documents.
The paper-based documents are periodically trashed when the customers leave them for a prolonged period of time.
This practice of clientelization is extended to public figures too.
During one observation session, a female Member of Parliament
(MP) came to the shop to photocopy 1000 pages of documents,
seven copies for each, and asked if it could be done immediately.
The shopkeeper was visibly busy with other customers but he
did not want to refuse the MP as she was a regular customer. He
politely asked her to leave the documents there till the next morning
to have them copied overnight. The shopkeeper put them in a
visible place and our ethnographer could see that those documents
contained TIN certificate, 37 case files, property papers, and income
certificates.
Our ethnographer observed a similar trend in the FLSs he visited.
A personalized relationship is developed between customers and
agents in those shops. A lot of customers like the informal atmosphere of a neighborhood FLS and they don’t want to commute to

“The representatives at Customer Service Centers are
usually more educated and they might laugh at me if
I visit them for a trivial issue. It might seem ‘lame’ to
them. I would like to go to my local FLS agent instead
as he is a known and friendly guy. It’s easier to talk
to him”.

“This customer is a 70 years old retired bank officer
whom I respect a lot and call ‘uncle’. He frequently
visits my shop for FlexiLoad and grocery purposes.
His phone number is stored in my notebook. I offer
this special service to a few older regular customers
like him out of respect and friendship and they pay
the money next time they visit the shop”.
The ethnographer saw agents at other FLSs also giving special
attention to older regular customers. One specific incident drew his
attention where an agent spent almost half an hour with an older
customer to fix several issues in his Android handset.

5.2

Reputation

Reputation plays an important role in the daily business of the
FlexiLoad Shops. Agents tend to be helpful and create a positive
image among customers there. Some of them provide extra attention
to protect the privacy of female customers. One such agent said,
“Whenever a female customer doesn’t feel comfortable to put her number on my notebook for FlexiLoad
purposes, I understand her privacy concerns and give
her my phone instead, to input her number directly.
I also let her delete the confirmation message from
the mobile phone operator about the successful transaction, as that message also contains her number. I
put a symbolic entry (the last two digits, for example)
on my notebook, so that no trace of her (the female
customer’s) number exists anywhere”.
There were many other instances where both male and female
customers visited the shop for FlexiLoad purposes, but then asked
the agent to help them with other issues on their phones. We saw
customers asking for help with checking balance (FLS1), deleting
some photos to clear up the gallery (FLS2), installing and setting
up Uber (FLS3), finding a number from the message inbox (FLS6),
fixing battery issues (FLS6) etc. In some cases, the agents were in
possession of the phone for an extended period of time but they
didn’t seem to misuse this privilege in any way. One agent said:
“I have been doing this business for the last 20 years
in this neighborhood. Everybody here knows me by
my name. They all know what kind of a person I am,
and what I can and cannot do. They all know that I
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am not a person to do a dirty thing. This required a
lot of work to build this reputation and I cannot just
ruin that by doing a cheap thing”.
The customers that were interviewed also said that in general,
agents care about their reputation and do not invade customer privacy. All these findings inform us how agents shape their reputation
through careful impression management [20, 77].
However, not all agents are concerned about their reputation. For
example, one female customer shared her story of being harassed
by an agent:
“It was 2-3 months back, I used to get a call from a
number frequently. It was a male voice and the guy
wanted to make friendship. I refused as I was not
interested but he kept harassing me time and again.
By some means, I was able to identify the location
from which the call had been coming and eventually I
realized that it was the neighboring shop from which
I regularly FlexiLoad to my number. I confronted the
agent and finally he stopped harassing me”.
Some shopkeepers and agents are also afraid of being the subject
of public rage and mob justice. As one agent said:
“You don’t do anything bad because you fear public
beating. If public become angry with you, they will
kill you”.

5.3

Situated Morality

Situated morality emerged as a recurring theme during our analysis
of the participant responses. On the one hand, shopkeepers and
agents feel that they have a moral obligation to keep customers’
trust. As one agent said:
“I am aware that customers’ personal files should not
be accessed, including gallery, call logs or messages.
But some customers are less educated or unaware of
technology-related stuff, especially the middle aged
low-income people (guards, housemaids, etc.), so I
need to help them. Sometimes customers ask to send
money to a specific number which they cannot tell
clearly. Then they give their handset to me and I find
out the number from their call logs, following their
instructions. If they ask to find out the number from
a stored photo, then I need to access their gallery.
Sometimes I come across some private photos, which
I think should not be exposed, but I just ignore them.
I complete my task and then I return the phone to the
customer”.
On the other hand, our ethnographer found shopkeepers and
agents offering services that are while clearly illegal, were morally
acceptable to them (and often the customers).
5.3.1 Assignment Plagiarization. In Nilkhet, a university hub area,
he saw students looking for “thesis/project writing assistance” in
multiple DSCs. One student came for assistance for his Bachelor of
Business Administration (BBA) degree project who did not know
how to write the objectives, findings, and discussion sections of
the project. The shopkeeper pulled up a folder that had all the
previously completed thesis/project documents in that shop. By
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mixing and matching from several such documents, the shopkeeper
wrote those sections for the student. In exchange for his “assistance”,
the student paid 2,000 BDT (1 BDT = 0.012 USD approx.) to the
shopkeeper and took the electronic document in a flash drive.
The shopkeepers there even developed a skill to bypass plagiarism detection software. One customer, who is a student of a local
university, told the ethnographer:
“Our university has a software to detect if the assignment is copied or not. If the paper scores less than 40
in the software, it passes the plagiarism check. The
shopkeepers here are talented enough to prepare papers that score below 40”.
5.3.2 Statement of Purpose Preparation. The ethnographer even
observed customers soliciting for writing their Statement of Purpose (SOP) for graduate applications to foreign schools. He saw
a man bringing his daughter for such service and the shopkeeper
helping them by collating a few sample SOPs.
5.3.3 Document Forgery. In one of the CSSs, one customer came
to make some illegal edits to a medical certificate. The shopkeeper
initially told the customer that the font would look exactly the
same as the original document in the edited part but later could
not deliver it that way. As a result, he took a smaller amount of
money, about 100-150 BDT (1-2 USD). Later the shopkeeper told
the ethnographer that DSCs in Nilkhet area are more efficient in
offering these kinds of service and those centers prepare illegal and
duplicate documents that look so real and can’t be differentiated
from the original. He saw another instance of document forgery
in another CSS where some central board examination certificates
were being altered.
During the interviews, the shopkeepers and the customers in
those computer service shops said that document forgery is a pretty
normal job there and the local law enforcement agency is not concerned about such illegal activities. A couple of shopkeepers also
said that the local police probably do not understand the “digital
stuff”.

6

DISCUSSION

In the sections above, we have presented our findings around the
privacy vulnerabilities in informal DSCs in Bangladesh.
Our findings show that DSCs in Dhaka, Bangladesh, share a lot
of common elements with informal markets or bazaars of Egypt,
Kenya, Ghana, Iran and India [25, 37, 55, 56, 77]. In order to formulate a comprehensive privacy policy in these developing nations, it
is therefore important to gain an understanding of how these local
informal markets or bazaars operate. The liberal Western values of
privacy, including privacy in public places, do not incorporate this
informality and therefore it is necessary to conceptualize “privacy
in public” in a different way in the Global South. Furthermore, our
study of public places illuminates new findings that have not been
reported in prior studies in the Global South that focused on private spaces [4, 6, 7, 53, 60, 68]. Our findings demonstrate that any
discourse on privacy in public places in the Global South should
incorporate informal market issues (clientelization, reputation management, and situated morality) and the role of associated external
factors (mob justice, local politics, etc.).

Privacy Vulnerabilities in Public Digital Service Centers in Dhaka, Bangladesh

We note that many practices that have been reported in our study,
including cut-and-paste and plagiarism services, are ubiquitous and
not exclusive to the Global South. The contexts within which these
activities take place, however, are significantly different. These
phenomena cannot be explained by a cultural lens alone; instead
we use the conceptual socio-economic and political framework of
informal markets to analyze existing market practices that are built
on reputation and trust, and the inherent vulnerabilities related to
privacy. We discuss some of these perspectives in relation to our
findings below.

6.1

Personalized Relationships and Awareness

We begin by discussing clientelization in this regard. With clientelization, or repeated transactions with familiar customers, the
DSC becomes a hub for information storage for these customers.
The DSC stores their information – paper copy or digital versions
– so that the customers can use or collect them later. These regular customers are also the most vulnerable group as they entrust
a huge amount of private data to the DSC, which, in most cases,
lack the basic protection mechanisms. We also observed that employees and regular customers eventually establish deep social ties
and friendships, and as such, these personalized relations could be
leveraged to make the employees more aware so that they adopt
better mechanisms to protect the privacy of the people whom they
consider as friends. An important strategy here would be educating
the employees about the potential consequences their actions might
bring to their customers.
The personalized relationship between the employees and customers, however, operates within a broader political context and
can get disrupted by the exercise of external political power. While
the employees are often forced to share the vulnerable information
of their customers with the local goons, they still maintain their
impressions before the customers both for the sake of their personalized relationship and their business with them [77]. We argue
that both design and policy interventions are required here for protecting the private information of general people in such contexts.
The government should ensure the support of law-enforcement
entities to secure these DSCs. At the same time, there should be
social awareness and protest against such privacy breaches. The
lessons from existing ICTD and HCI work around social movement
can be extended to this context to develop an effective measure to
secure the private data of the general people at DSCs.
We offer a few concrete suggestions in this regard. To re-design
privacy mechanisms in these DSCs, designers and policy makers
could focus on reputation-based accountability [22], communal
surveillance [83], and empowerment of DSCs [70]. In addition, CVE
and IVR tools can be used for creating awareness about privacy
breaches among people as both have been demonstrated to be
successful technologies in the Indian subcontinent [52, 80]. Finally,
to unite people and record their grievances in the Global South, we
recommend using mobile-phone based reporting [7] and citizen
journalism [32].

6.2

Social Regulation and Legitimacy

We also observed that many DSC employees are afraid of being the
subject of public rage and mob justice if they do something bad. This
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fear of mob justice is often common in the Global South [10, 65],
and still understudied in ICTD and HCI. Although law enforcement
agencies are often weak there, employees often refrain themselves
from doing anything unethical out of their fear of mob justice. A
few recent incidents of mob justice and public beating consolidate
this sentiment [76, 78].
The ineffectiveness of law enforcement agencies and the absence
of a robust legal infrastructure result in market actors developing
an alternative vision of legitimacy and morality among employees
and customers, which is similar to the trend observed in informal
markets around the world [56]. Thus while many of the services
offered here might be illegal, they are still acceptable to market
actors – both shopkeepers and customers. Borrowing from Schendel and Abrahams’s [79] analysis of “illegal” activities around the
world, we propose using the contracted term “(il)licit” to describe
such activities that are prohibited by existing laws and yet licit, in
that they correspond to socially acceptable informal activities. For
example, contents of older customers are reused to assist new customers. These contents include visa application forms and wedding
cards that contain private information including name, address, and
monthly salary. This has the potential to create a serious breach
to the privacy of older customers. However, shopkeepers usually
delete contents if customers explicitly ask to do so, indicating a
capacity for the market to self-regulate. Customers should thus be
made more aware of the risks they face so that they can leverage
their social connections and become more proactive in making their
contents get deleted.
Assignment/thesis and SOP plagiarizing is another major service
provided by some of the shops around university areas. While we
concede that some of these activities, such as document forgery,
might require legal interventions, from the perspective of understanding privacy, we argue that these practices problematize our
notions of what activities count as “illegal”. To understand informal
activities in such markets, we need to think beyond the existing
legal/illegal dichotomy, and instead study how the (il)licit is shaped
by everyday interactions. Thus, even with respect to privacy and
security, we need to focus on what community believes is socially
legitimate rather than rigid definitions derived from Western constructs of legality.
At the same time, we discourage any attempt to morally justify
these activities as this can lead to total relativism in ethical reasoning to the point where it might become very difficult to draw
the line between “right” and “wrong”. We note that these actions
of academic plagiarism and certificate forgery impose a “negative
externality” [21] on people who are competing in similar exams or
applications – people who are not present when these actions are
taken. When the employees and customers of DSCs engage in these
il(licit) activities, the interests of these competing groups are compromised, which should not be overlooked during any discourse
on situated morality.
Further, we stress on the importance of understanding the relationship of the state to informality and illegality. As we discuss,
legal actors often choose to turn a blind eye to informal practices,
but this is heavily contingent on local politics and the priorities of
resource-constrained law enforcement agencies. For example, law
enforcement agencies give greater weight to protecting communal
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harmony than protecting individual privacy. The morality of everyday life emerges out of this tense equilibrium at the market; the
contours of what is acceptable and what is not are shaped by the
fluidity of informal relationships and formal constraints.

6.3

Local Strategies Supporting Privacy

When users encounter privacy and security challenges, their practices are often influenced by their risk perceptions [41] and past
experiences [30, 64]. We see this reflected in our study in different
ways. For instance, we observed gender-specific privacy challenges
at the DSCs in Bangladesh. From interviews with agents and customers, we came to know about several past incidents where female
customers’ phone numbers were leaked from DSCs to other people, and were used as a means of harassing those customers. In
a recent study on online abuse experiences and coping strategies
of South Asian women [67], it has also been reported that female
customers receive unwanted phone calls after they visit phone
recharge (top-up) shops and employees of these shops sell their
phone numbers in bulk packages to strangers. Consequently, to
enhance their reputation, many agents have started taking different
strategies for protecting their female customers’ information and
credentials, although it might conflict with their usual information
storage and customer service procedure. This can be connected
with prior work on harassment and gender-specific privacy challenges in Bangladesh where digital platforms and technologies,
combined with the lack of specific privacy policies have put women
in vulnerable situations, often making them a victim of personal
and social harassment [7, 60].
To thwart such issues, agents in some shops do not ask the female customers to write down their phone number in the notebook;
rather they hand over their phone (with agent/admin privilege
for FlexiLoad) to those customers to complete the FlexiLoad by
themselves. Such strategies protect female customers’ phone numbers from being exposed to adversaries through DSC’s notebook.
However, they introduce risks in other dimensions – for example,
if the customers fail to duly complete the FlexiLoad process by
themselves, it might cause issues for the agents, potentially even
leading to business loss if female customers mistakenly load an incorrect mobile phone account. The strategy of not keeping the log
of female customers’ phone numbers also compromises the agent’s
usual bookkeeping procedure in resolving future disputes with
customers. Furthermore, handing over their phone to customers
could lead to privacy leakage and misuse of information stored
in that phone [3]. Thus, while ad-hoc strategies might address a
particular privacy concern, they introduce risk in other dimensions.
Any design solution tackling privacy and security concerns will
need to address the complex ecosystem of social practices, instead
of expecting a user to perform privacy and security tasks.

6.4

Information Asymmetry

We would like to stress that these DSCs are commercial places
and people are paying for the services. Therefore, there is a tacit
expectation that DSCs will maintain customer privacy and protect
personal and sensitive information. While there is an absence of law
enforcement in informal markets, there is little recourse even in the
formal markets with respect to privacy. Legal procedures related to
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privacy are relatively new in Bangladesh [5]. The Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) Act of 2006 allows individuals to
bring criminal proceedings against perpetrators of such intrusion
and unauthorized access [66]; what it fails to take into account is
that these perpetrators carry out their operations anonymously
and thus, in most cases, it is difficult to identify them. In other
words, a preventive framework at the pre-breach level is simply nonexistent. There is no comprehensive data protection for consumers
and general public for their non electronic data provided to various
organizations, companies, and corporations [66]. The absence of
possible legal recourse suggests that interventions need to leverage
social and cultural norms, and involve market actors at public places
such as the DSCs.

6.5

Postcolonial Computing and Privacy

Beyond these implications, we also argue that our study contributes
to the postcolonial computing literature of ICTD and related fields
[8, 43, 63] that shows how a foreign technology that travels from
the West to the Global South often struggles for cultural and infrastructural mismatches. Digital Computing, which has its root in the
West is often shaped by Western assumptions where, in many cases,
issues such as “clientelization” or “local goons” are not relevant.
However, these are everyday reality in many places in the Global
South. Now, as digitization is happening in the Global South, the
countries are confronting a series of challenges that were unforeseen. We argue that the countries need to be careful to develop
a robust infrastructure before introducing a new digital service.
Otherwise, many citizens may suffer from a technology breakdown.
At the same time, the countries need to be careful that, in making a
room for a robust technological infrastructure, they do not drive
away their cultural resources such as community bond, trust, faith,
and respect.

7

CONCLUSION

The findings from our study reveal the privacy vulnerabilities posed
to users due to insecure storage of their private information, and
reuse of their personal documents and artifacts in DSCs. We identified the social and political challenges, and the lack of policy,
awareness, and resources that hinder the privacy practices at DSCs.
We also investigated the reciprocal relationship between customers
and employees through the lens of informal market and showed
how practices such as clientelization and impression management
regulate privacy behaviors. We highlighted an alternative version
of morality as well, which generates new insights on ethical implications of privacy. Taken together, our work offers a new orientation
to analyze privacy vulnerabilities in public shops that offer digital
services in developing nations.
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